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Welcome to our silver edition (25th) of the 

Quarterly Update!    

A matter of ethics… 

Aldo Leopold, considered the father of 

wildlife ecology, said “[w]e abuse land 

because we regard it as a commodity 

belonging to us.  When we see land as a 

community to which we belong we may begin 

to use it with love and respect”.1  That 

community is a result of 3.5 billion years of 

co-evolving complex interdependencies 

between millions of plant and animal species 

and a life history in which we, modern 

humans, are latecomers.   

This amazing and continuous history of life-

generating processes taking place in the 

biosphere of “the third stone from the sun” 

shapes the conservation ethic that “nature 

has its own intrinsic good”.2  In other words, 

the life processes of the natural world 

(plant and animal species and life-supporting 

ecosystem processes) should be valued 

irrespective of whether it directly or 

indirectly benefits humans.    

Preserving the intrinsic value of the natural 

world for its own good, was the foundation 

stone for the US National Parks system and 

the establishment of protected areas in 

numerous other countries.   Of course, in 

reality and outside of protected areas, 

natural values are usually reframed in terms 

of natural resources, that is, their use or 

instrumental value in relation to humans.  

Our extractive resources, agricultural and 

fisheries systems are obvious examples 

while, increasingly, we are recognising the 

critical role of ecosystem services (e.g. 

watersheds, pollinating species etc) in 

supporting human health and wellbeing.  

Ecotourism has seen an upscaling in the 

                                                 
1 Leopold, A. (1949) quoted in Piccolo, J.J. (2017) 

Journal for Nature Conservation, 37, 8-11.   
2 Ibid. 

commodification of natural (and protected) 

areas to provide recreational, social and 

emotional benefits for humans.      

Many argue that “use” of the natural world 

by just one species (us) is leading to an 

increasingly degraded biosphere, imminent 

mass extinction of species and climate 

changes on an unprecedented time scale.   Is 

it possible to balance intrinsic and 

instrumental approaches to sustain the 

Earth’s biosphere and the biodiversity it 

supports?   

A popular argument is that by ‘commodifying’ 

natural areas to provide human benefits (e.g. 

ecotourism in protected areas), humans are 

more likely to conserve what they value.  A 

counter argument is that an economic 

valuation of nature will lead to one 

compromise after another ultimately leading 

to an inability to protect anything.3  Others 

argue that Australia’s protected areas 

system is not large enough for meaningful 

biodiversity conservation as not all 

ecosystems are represented in the estate, 

many protected areas are small and 

fragmented, planning of the system does not 

allow for the needs of dispersive species 

and large ecosystem processes necessary to 

sustain biodiversity are not taken into 

account.4  

How can we reconcile these approaches at a 

personal level because often that is all we 

can control?  To paraphrase Nelson et al 

(2015), if we believe that nature has 

intrinsic value, then we must hold ourselves 

and our behaviour towards the natural world 

to account for that belief.5    

                                                 
3 Spash, C.L. (2015) Biological Conservation, Vol. 192, 

December, pp. 541-551. 
4 Mackey et al. (2008). Climate change, biodiversity 

conservation and the role of protected areas: An 

Australian perspective.pdf 
5 https://theconversation.com/does-nature-have-value-

beyond-what-it-provides-humans-47825  

mailto:info@lockyer
https://research.fit.edu/media/site-specific/researchfitedu/coast-climate-adaptation-library/australia-amp-new-zealand/australia-national/Mackey-et-al.--2008.--Austr-CC--Biodiversity-Conservation.pdf
https://research.fit.edu/media/site-specific/researchfitedu/coast-climate-adaptation-library/australia-amp-new-zealand/australia-national/Mackey-et-al.--2008.--Austr-CC--Biodiversity-Conservation.pdf
https://research.fit.edu/media/site-specific/researchfitedu/coast-climate-adaptation-library/australia-amp-new-zealand/australia-national/Mackey-et-al.--2008.--Austr-CC--Biodiversity-Conservation.pdf
https://theconversation.com/does-nature-have-value-beyond-what-it-provides-humans-47825
https://theconversation.com/does-nature-have-value-beyond-what-it-provides-humans-47825
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Continuing our members’ stories… 
“Why conservation matters to me”  

…Jason Creamer 

I don’t think I have a 

singular moment when I 

decided to become 

involved with 

conservation. I’ve always 

been passionate about 

plants and wildlife, and I’ve always turned 

towards the outdoors to recharge my mental 

health. 

As a child I often visited The Philippines 

where I was confronted with immense 

poverty and pollution.  There was very little 

public infrastructure dedicated to 

maintaining a healthy environment.  If 

anything, the environment is not at the 

forefront of the average Filipino’s psyche 

since there are still many other issues to 

face.  Consequently, rubbish was tossed in 

the streets.  Rivers were clogged to the 

brim with all sorts of garbage and pollution 

and as a result most people, including the 

family members that I stayed with, usually 

struggled to find clean water to drink. The 

air was always so thick with pollution that I 

usually came back with a persistent dry 

cough that usually lasted a month or two 

after returning.  

It disheartens me what poverty does to 

people and our planet. It disheartens me 

further that millions of people across the 

world live like this every day.  Inversely, it 

was hard to describe the reaction of family 

members we brought to visit in Australia, 

when they breathed a breath of fresh air 

for the first time in their life.  That breath 

of fresh air and the epiphany that comes 

with it gives me some confidence for the 

future. 

I decided to study ecology at university so I 

could pursue my passions further and try to 

forge a career out of them. During my 

degree, plant and soil science subjects really 

stuck out to me. I’m still in the thick of it 

with my honour’s degree so we’ll see where I 

end up.  

 

…and Garry and 

Trudy Mudge 

No matter where I've 

lived, I've always 

wanted to plant trees, 

because from a very 

young age I watched 

the bush around me being torn down.   

Conservation matters to me because, even 

though there is a huge push at the moment, 

we don't have a planet B.  

Update on LUCI’s Glossy Black 

Cockatoo Project 

Last April, Little Liverpool Range (LLR) 

Initiative Project Officer, Shania Watson, 

invited Dr Guy Castley (Griffith University 

and Glossy Black Conservancy) and I to talk 

with LLR landholders on LUCI’s Glossy Black 

Project.   Shania and Ipswich Council 

Officer Land for Wildlife Officer Dani 

Andlemac are aiming to set up a Glossy Black 

monitoring project with interested LLR 

landholders.    

Following the workshop, I had the pleasure 

of showing Shania and Dani how we set up 

our survey transects to monitor both 

evidence of Glossy Blacks feeding and 

investigate a number of questions around 

Glossy Black feeding patterns and feed tree 

(Allocasuarina species) characteristics.    

  
Little Liverpool Range Project Officer, Shania Watson, 

and Ipswich City Council LfW Officer, Dani Andlemac, 

experience setting up and surveying a GBC feed tree 

survey transect.      
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Meanwhile, LUCI’s Glossy Black project has 

moved into Phase 36 investigating feed tree 

recruitment following the recent drought 

event.  The bird’s preferred feed tree 

species in our landscape, the Allocasuarina 

littoralis, was the most severely impacted of 

the three she-oak species surveyed7.  

Before rushing in to replant the preferred 

feed trees, we are keen to see if this 

species is adapted to extreme weather 

events by monitoring its rate and abundance 

of recruitment over the next couple of 

years.  Round one of these annual 

recruitment surveys has now been 

completed and LUCI is grateful for Dr Guy 

Castley’s ongoing project mentorship.   

Monitoring Threatened Species 

Project 

To date, LUCI’s fauna monitoring team has 

undertaken one or more of Koala, Glossy 

Black Cockatoo or Black-breasted Button-

quail (BBBQ) surveys on eleven properties.  

This year, the LUCI team of four has been 

boosted by valuable field assistance from 12 

student volunteers from the UQ Wildlife 

Management Program at Gatton.     

All properties surveyed contain known Koala 

feed trees with Koala presence established 

on eight of the properties either through 

sighting on the day or scat finds.   Trees 

under which scats were found include: 

Eucalyptus melliodora (Yellow box), 

Eucalyptus moluccana (Gum-topped box), 

Eucalyptus crebra (Narrow-leaved ironbark), 

Eucalyptus major (Grey gum), Eucalyptus 

fibrosa (Broad-leaved ironbark) and 

Eucalyptus siderophloia (Northern grey 

ironbark).    

Evidence of Glossy Black presence was 

observed on only one property where orts 

(chewed she-oak cones,) around one-two 

                                                 

6 Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the LUCI Glossy Black Project 

were supported by Lockyer Valley Regional Council 

Community Environment Grants program.    
7 A. littoralis died off at a faster rate in relation to 

rainfall reductions in the previous year compared to A. 

torulosa or A. inophloia.   Die off was around 80% for A. 

littoralis compared to less than 20% for A. torulosa or 

A. inophloia.    

weeks old, were found.   Of interest, outside 

of the survey period, a male-female pair of 

Glossies have been observed feeding in 

Allocasuarina littoralis on one of the 

participating properties.     

 
Koala observed during a survey on one of the 

properties.   

The endangered BBBQ was thought to be 

present on one of the properties when the 

team found a series of platelets in a patch 

of Semi-evergreen vine thicket (SEVT) or 

dry rainforest, which is the habitat of 

BBBQ.  Platelets are small round, cleared 

patches on the forest floor made by the 

quail spinning around on one leg to shift 

litter as it searches for food.8   A camera 

installed in the area by the landholders later 

proved the presence of four BBBQ.   

 
Photo supplied by landholder of one of four Black-

breasted Button-quail foraging in SEVT patch. 

Participating landholders are provided with a 

report on the surveying activities, which 

includes feedback on Regional Ecosystems 

present on the property, flora highlights, 

weed and pest animal presence and habitat 

condition comments.  While the project 

                                                 
8 Check out BBBQ making platelets in Redwood Park.  

https://youtu.be/hf0diatw674  

https://youtu.be/hf0diatw674
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currently focuses on three threatened 

species, the team are planning to expand the 

project scope to include surveying for glider 

presence.   To assist in our work, LUCI will 

be adding bio-acoustic recorders to our 

remote sensing cameras.  The AudioMoths 

can detect sounds from audible to ultrasonic 

frequencies thus providing recordings of the 

presence of a range of species for later 

identification.  

Together with information from LUCI’s Bird 

Survey Project, these surveys will enable 

LUCI to map the presence and distribution 

of keystone species and available habitat 

and plan where best to focus habitat 

improvement and habitat connectivity 

activities.  

This project is supported by Lockyer Valley 

Regional Council’s Community Environment 

Grants program.      

23rd May Native Grasses of the 

Lockyer 2nd workshop 

Twenty-five people attended the second 

native grasses workshop with Dr Darren 

Fielder (Redleaf Environmental), which 

focused on applying grass identification keys       

to dozens of dried specimens.   With 

Darren’s guidance, participants pored over 

the specimens to identify to genus level 

using inflorescence attributes keys and 

then, with some persistence, some were able 

to describe specimens to species level.     

It helps to get up close when identifying grass 

specimens. 

To date, an amazing total of 60 species have 

been identified with dried specimens of 

each species now compiled into a LUCI 

Native Grass Herbarium.    Collation of the 

numerous grass photographs taken 

throughout the project is now underway as 

the focus turns to production of a native 

grasses poster and a field ID booklet.  

This project is 

supported by Lockyer 

Valley Regional 

Council Community 

Environment Grants 

program.   

Aristida caput-medusae or 

Man-Headed Wiregrass. 

13th June LUCI Annual Guest 

Speaker Breakfast 

Forty-five members and supporters braved 

an early winter’s morning to enjoy breakfast 

together and hear this year’s excellent 

guest speakers, Deborah Metters (SEQ 

Land for Wildlife Regional Coordinator) and 

Dr Peggy Eby (University of New South 

Wales).    

Deborah’s talk on Butterflies of the 

Lockyer, of which she noted there are at 

least 50 species in the region, covered five 

major families of butterflies: Swallowtails, 

Whites/Yellows, Nymphs, Skippers and 

Blues.   Deborah gave examples of species 

within each family noting physical and 

behavioural characteristics and host plants 

and accompanied by examples of her 

outstanding photographs.   We heard about 

the fast flying Four-barred Swallowtail and 

its host plant the Zig-zag vine, the Black 

Jezebel and its host plant the mistletoes, 

the attraction of native plants such as 

Bursaria incana and Capparis mitchelli to 

butterflies and how Nymph pupates need 

sunlight to warm up during winter.   

Deborah gave a couple of fascinating 

examples of species co-evolution some 20 

million years in the making.  For example, 

the survival of the rare and Critically 

Endangered Bulloak Jewel (Hypochrysops 

piceatus) butterfly is dependent on a 

mutually beneficial relationship with an, as 

yet, unnamed species of ant.  These ants, 

which nest in old eucalypt hollows and avoid 

walking on the ground, keep the Bulloak 
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Important numbers:   

Bat Conservation & Rescue Qld Inc 0488 

228134 

Wildlife carers Kath and Steph 0410 334 

661 (available 24/7) and 

 

Jewel larvae in their nests and ensure they 

are fed.  The ants carry the butterfly 

larvae out from their nest every night to 

feed on bulloak leaves and then carry the 

larvae back to their nest for the day.  For 

its efforts, the ants get to feed on the 

secretions from the larvae.   

 
Four bar Swallowtail (Graphium agetes).  Photo Deborah 

Metters.   

Other informational tidbits included why 

butterflies can be found “mud puddling”, 

which provides them with essential amino 

acids and minerals, and the behaviour of 

“hill-topping” in establishing territory for 

mating.   

Peggy’s talk focused on one group of native 

pollinators, flying foxes9, and their critical 

role in dispersing pollen over large areas and 

increasing genetic diversity in plants and 

plant populations.   Feeding on a diet of 

fleshy fruits, nectar and pollen, it was 

fascinating to learn that flying foxes track 

ephemeral nectar pulses over long distances.  

Radio-telemetry studies of members of a 

Grey-headed flying fox roost in the Lismore 

area recorded foraging journeys of over 

60kms by roost members demonstrating 

their amazing pollen dispersal function in a 

broad landscape.  Distances can be even 

greater when movement is between roosts.   

                                                 
9 Locally we have three flying foxes, the threatened 

grey-headed flying fox, the black flying foxes and the 

little reds. 

 
A flying fox, subject of tracking research, covered in 

pollen.  Source photo 10  

Land clearing for agriculture and the spread 

of urban development has seen a significant 

loss in winter foraging habitat for flying 

foxes in south-east Queensland, particularly 

the Grey-headed flying fox, which is listed 

federally as vulnerable but not so in 

Queensland.   

During acute native food shortages, 

stressed flying fox populations move into 

and form roosts in atypical (more urban) or 

marginal habitats.   Peggy presented meta 

data analyses showing correlations between 

these new roosts and acute native food 

shortages in winter and Hendra virus 

spillover events in the following year. 

Peggy noted that flying foxes are not always 

a species favoured for conservation 

attention.  However, on the eastern 

seaboard, the current resurgence in planting 

eucalypts for koalas could well double up as 

a strategy to save the dwindling populations 

of grey headed flying foxes. 

 

 

  

                                                 
10 From powerpoint presentation “A  Case for the GER: 

Conserving Functional Landscapes for Nomadic  

Pollinators” (2019) by Peggy Eby + many, many others 
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Rose Robins bobbing up in winter 

bird surveys…by Roger Jaensch  
  

 
 

Rose Robin, adult male, Toowoomba.  Photos R. Jaensch 

Starting in November 2020, the LUCI 

project conducting an inventory of bird 

species on landholder members’ properties 

has completed its first round. Fourteen 

properties have been surveyed once and the 

second round has begun. The hope is that 

these sites will all have been visited twice 

by end of the first 12 months, sampling both 

the warm and cool seasons. 

The breakdown of seasonal effort has been: 

spring (1 survey); summer (3); autumn (5); 

and winter (7). Our cumulative tally stands 

at 97 bird species, which is impressive given 

the habitats are primarily woodland and so 

we cannot expect many waterbird species. 

One of the particularly interesting results 

of the project has been records of Rose 

Robin Petroica rosea: it has been recorded 

in nine LUCI project surveys from mid-April 

until July. Normally inhabiting and breeding 

in tall rainforest or wet sclerophyll forest in 

SE Queensland, drier habitats are occupied 

in autumn-winter by migrants, presumably 

from southern Australia. They are 

accompanied by Grey Fantails, Golden 

Whistlers, Yellow-faced Honeyeaters and 

others, which augment local populations of 

these species. 

Easily recognised by a flash of brilliant 

rose-red on its chest, the adult male Rose 

Robin perches nervously in the mid-storey, 

flicking its tail and drooped wings, then 

sallying forth like a flycatcher to secure 

insects. His breeding call is a short, sweet 

song but in winter it makes contact uttering 

a single nasal note that is far-carrying and 

distinctive once learnt by observers. 

Females and immatures of Rose Robin are 

grey-brown, sometimes with a pink wash on 

the chest. 

Other results of some note from the 

project have been records of Painted 

Button-quail on five properties and camera-

trap and/or other evidence of Black-

breasted Button-quail on at least two. The 

most frequently-recorded species have been 

Silvereye and Eastern Whipbird. 

 

Female or immature Rose Robin, Egypt.  Photo Roger 

Jaensch 

11th July LUCI Winter Walk…by 

Martin Bennett  

On a fine sunny day, fifteen people, from 

the Lockyer, Brisbane and Somerset 

Regions, enjoyed LUCI’s Special Interest 

(Winter) Walk at Gormans Gap11.  We walked 

through 2 ecosystems, Silver-leaved & 

Narrow-leaved Ironbark on basalt and a 

Yellow box and Apple system also on basalt.  

The start of the walk at the top of Gorman’s 

Gap had some dense weed invasion under the 

                                                 
11 For some history read Pamela Hahn's account of 

the Gormans Gap Walking Trail 

https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/data/UQ_206938/s00855804_1994_15_7_338.pdf?Expires=1627433974&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJKNBJ4MJBJNC6NLQ&Signature=ZF0ADx4AfDaKfziq2ls8dBEpVgZo-rbVjhLnd0oV0Z0WjAbvIyXoEPuNpzRF~bKr5b2fM8Rf3zejsPQwdXwIjgioQb98rH6c3u2X9Z2YhRclQuhP0sC60ZqqvElEmEfW9CFHUDUPrRGsbPS6BtmALb3YdSCyh4u~J~Ih1gmnnLINT6fswQADaSLfAR0-68p~JXGbmE6oDQXAkaQgVsus3GojuD6VsLb05FbNjYby-rQh5CwoTDdD1jdIvNbdRycu9zDrnNHT15mft8WwMmyfPHVnEh-5hfHCe-scRsZfillFiBibdIx2CNpFfMhWSi~OxW-ZDLscu~INQH-3-G0DeA__
https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/data/UQ_206938/s00855804_1994_15_7_338.pdf?Expires=1627433974&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJKNBJ4MJBJNC6NLQ&Signature=ZF0ADx4AfDaKfziq2ls8dBEpVgZo-rbVjhLnd0oV0Z0WjAbvIyXoEPuNpzRF~bKr5b2fM8Rf3zejsPQwdXwIjgioQb98rH6c3u2X9Z2YhRclQuhP0sC60ZqqvElEmEfW9CFHUDUPrRGsbPS6BtmALb3YdSCyh4u~J~Ih1gmnnLINT6fswQADaSLfAR0-68p~JXGbmE6oDQXAkaQgVsus3GojuD6VsLb05FbNjYby-rQh5CwoTDdD1jdIvNbdRycu9zDrnNHT15mft8WwMmyfPHVnEh-5hfHCe-scRsZfillFiBibdIx2CNpFfMhWSi~OxW-ZDLscu~INQH-3-G0DeA__
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Eucalypt woodland but in amongst this area 

were also many native forest species and 

opportunistic rainforest species. The 

further we walked down the hill the more 

open the ecosystem became, which is very 

much in line with woodland with an open 

grassy, herb, and forbs understorey.  

  

Magnificent views and pretty blossoms on Clemastis 

glycinoides.  Photos Penny Kidd.  

Some intense interest was shown in the 

diversity of herbs and forbs e.g. Whisker 

grass, Common woodruff, kidney herb, stiff 

and slender jasmine vines, Australian bugle, 

Border Rangers nightshade, Creeping 

Sunflower, and native mint. 

From upper left, 

clockwise, Coleus 

australis, Solanum 

limitare and 

Apowollastonia 

spilanthoides.  Photos 

Martin Bennett. 

 

Although we observed no Koalas on the day, 

nearby residents say Koalas are quite 

common here.  Locals have also created a 

substantial bird list for the area. 

 

 

A boost to the Lockyer Valley as a 

birdwatching hotspot 

…by Chris Hoffmann 

Following a Council resolution last December, 

7 Mile Lagoon, a council-owned 186-hectare 

property (formerly leased for grazing) will 

now be managed for environmental purposes.  

The majority of the property is covered by 

a naturally formed, ephemeral wetland that 

fills following periods of sustained rainfall 

and is classed as a Referable Wetland of 

High Ecological Significance under the 

Environmental Protection Regulation 2008.  

The ecological value of the property is 

further enhanced by the presence of the 

large number of bird species observed on 

the property.  Over 168 species of birds 

have been recorded at the site (WildNet 

records current as at 2019).  Many of these 

species are migratory and classed as either 

Endangered, Vulnerable or Near Threatened 

(EVNT) under the State Government Nature 

Conservation Act (NCA 1994) and the 

Federal Environment Protection Biodiversity 

Conservation Act (EPBC 1999). This includes 

the Australian painted snipe and the 

Australasian bittern (both endangered) and 

the curlew sandpiper (critically endangered). 

A specialist advisory group has been formed 

and had their first meeting in May to 

discuss the values of the property with the 

aim of developing a property management 

plan. A university student from UQ Gatton 

will assist with writing this plan as part of 

their third year industry placement. 

Detailed bird surveys have been undertaken 

by bird experts at the site and a regular 

monitoring program is being developed.  The 

aim is for the management plan to be issued 

for use towards the end of the year 

following community consultation and Council 

endorsement.  
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Specialist Advisory group members observing the >350 

black swans nesting at the lake along with many other 

aquatic and terrestrial bird species.   

Brisbane Intrepid Landcare and the 

A2O bioacoustics project…by Ian 

Parsons 

On 11th July 2021, three members of 

Brisbane Intrepid Landcare (BIL), Jason 

Creamer, Kiri Marshall and I, joined a guided 

walk with Martin Bennett and members of 

LUCI through Gorman’s Gap Reserve to put 

together a plant species list and search for 

koala presence using scats. There were some 

interesting discoveries including a 

Hardenbergia violacea with enlarged leaves, 

which may be an adaptation to allow sunlight 

capture in a shaded area.  

Recently Brisbane Intrepid Landcare held 

their annual mid-year retreat at Mount 

Barney Wilderness Lodge with the theme 

being citizen science projects. Despite the 

weather being a challenge, the 16 members 

managed to setup 4 acoustic sensors as part 

of the Australian Acoustic Observatory 

(A2O) project. The A2O is a continental-

scale acoustic sensor network, recording for 

a five-year period across multiple Australian 

ecosystems. The main purpose of the 

project is to establish a baseline collection 

of readily available acoustic recordings for 

use in research and citizen science projects 

in the emerging field of bioacoustics.  

Each of 90 total sites is linked to four 

acoustic sensors, with two acoustic sensors 

established in relatively wet habitat 

(wetland, river, creek, drainage line, spring 

etc.) and two in relatively dry habitat.  The 

location chosen for the BIL site is based at 

the Bulimbah property bordering Mount 

Barney National Park, Maroon. This property 

is owned by Bulimba Creek Catchment 

Coordinating Committee (B4C) who benefit 

from the provision of the data, allowing 

them to gain an understanding of which 

species occur around the Yamahra creek line 

and broader property.  It is hoped the 

sensors will pick up signs of the threatened 

Spotted-tailed Quoll which is expected to 

occur but has so far evaded efforts with 

camera trapping and passive nocturnal 

surveys (spotlighting).  

 
Brisbane Intrepid Landcare members installing acoustic 

sensor equipment.  Photo Jason Creamer.   

This new technology looks promising for use 

in remote areas of properties found 

throughout the Lockyer Valley, with minimal 

maintenance required for the 6-month 

recording period. Along with camera traps, 

acoustic monitors assist in creating a 

species inventory for a property, especially 

where access may be difficult and active 

diurnal or passive nocturnal surveys are 

compromised. A project for members of 

LUCI could be the establishment an 

iNaturalist database for community 

sightings, where members can revisit and 

add to the species inventory utilising camera 

traps, bioacoustics and active fauna and 

flora searches.  

  

https://acousticobservatory.org/sites/
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Upcoming events … 

 Weeding with Friends of Dwyers 

Scrub on first Thursday of each 

month from 8:00-10:30am. Many 

hands will help defeat canopy killers, 

Cats Claw and Madeira vines, in the 

endangered Semi-evergreen vine 

thicket areas of the park.  Volunteers 

and enquiries welcome, contact LUCI  
 

 National Threatened Species Day 7th 

September – instead of our usual 

information stand, we are looking to 

mark the day differently this year.  If 

you have any ideas for promoting the 

cause of threatened species (plants and 

animals) and ways in which individuals 

can support threatened species, then 

we’d like to hear from you at LUCI  

 

 Property Planning Group, next meeting 

October, date to be advised.  If you 

are interested in sharing your property 

management stories with others, 

learning what works and what doesn’t 

when it comes to biodiversity 

management and hearing from experts 

in the field, then this group is just what 

you’re looking for.  For more details 

contact LUCI  

 

 Spring Special Interest Walk, with 

Martin Bennett, Sunday 10th October, 

8:30am start at Helidon Hills, which 

Martin says should provide “a great 

show this 

coming 

Spring”.    

 

Meet at the 

park next to 

Helidon Post 

Office.   

 

 

 

 

 

Numbers will be limited so book early or 

for further enquiries contact  LUCI 

Property management advice…be 

weed seed aware! by Penny Kidd 

So many LUCI people describe how weed 

seed has been unintentionally spread by 

vehicles and machinery – it’s a grim, common 

reality. We even do it to our own properties!  

As we’re hoping to engage contractors (next 

year?) to build a shed, I checked out this 

Qld Department of Agriculture and 

Fisheries (DAF) website – “Vehicle and 

machinery cleandown procedures” 

https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/p

df_file/0011/58178/cleandown-

procedures.pdf 

It has some useful general tips for 

working/moving around your property to 

reduce weed spread risk.   Importantly, it 

also has cleaning checklists to check for and 

remove soil and plant material on a range of 

machinery types – eg cars/4WDs; dump 

trucks; excavators; track-type dozers; 

wheeled loaders, wheeled tractors 

It also includes how to choose a low risk 

location for cleaning and types of cleaning 

required per area of vehicle.  Multiple 

cleaning methods are suggested including 

the use of high-pressure hoses, wiping, 

brushing, compressed air etc. 

Of course, everyone has an obligation under 

Queensland’s Biosecurity Act 2014, to 

minimise the biosecurity risks of invasive 

plants.  This Qld DAF document is a 

government-endorsed standard and could be 

used to support discussions with a 

contractor who may work on your 

environmentally sensitive property.  

Even some simple things we’ve tried have 

helped reduce further weed spread into the 

property. For example, we act on new 

herbaceous weed species when they first 

appear at the front gate or along internal 

roads, so they get immediately treated. 

Exotic grasses, of course, are a much 

tougher challenge.  

The Qld DAF guide also has links to federal, 

interstate, and international guidelines. So 

it’s a global issue, like everything we face.  
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A very different kind of invader 

Recently, I saw numerous blue grasses with 

crusty dark brown/black spots on their 

flower heads.  Suspecting a fungus, I sent 

the photos below to the Department of 

Agriculture and Fisheries for identification. 

 
Presence of the fungus Cerebella andropogonis on 

Queensland blue grass (Dichanthium sericeum) 

indicates the grass is infected with ergot fungus 

Claviceps pusilla.  

 
Close up photo of the Cerebella andropogonis fungus.  

Plant pathologist Roger Shivas identified it 

as: “Cerebella andropogonis (you can sort of 

see the brain-like folds of this fungus in the 

image – hence the generic name Cerebella). 

This fungus grows on the honey dew formed 

on grasses infected with ergot. In this case, 

C. andropogonis is growing on the honey dew 

secreted by Dichanthium sericeum infected 

with the ergot fungus Claviceps pusilla (safe 

to assume as the ergots are usually host 

specific). This grass/ergot/C. andropogonis 

relationship is quite common in Australia…Of 

the two fungi in this relationship, only the 

ergot is a pathogen (of a plant). Cerebella 

andropogonis is considered a saprobe 

(rather than a mycopathogen or plant 

pathogen) – and it’s a great indicator that 

the host grass has been infected with an 

ergot fungus.”12 13 

I mentioned this ergot outbreak to UQ 

Gatton Plant Pathologist, Professor Victor 

Galea, who explained that smut fungi are 

“wind dispersed, and move around rather 

well on their own accord – they are also seed 

head pathogens.  If you have an outbreak, it 

may be encouraged by the rather unseasonal 

wet winter we are having.  It is likely that 

under different years it may not be such a 

problem.”   

Of interest, the exotic African thatch grass 

(Hyparrhenia rufa), originally introduced as 

a pasture grass for the tropics, provides an 

inoculum for the pathogen and there is 

certainly evidence of that grass nearby.  It 

appeared following work undertaken by a 

machinery contractor, further underlining 

the importance of good biosecurity practice 

(see Penny’s item above).   To add to its role 

as an inoculum for the ergot fungus, African 

thatch grass poses numerous other 

problems.  For example, it outcompetes 

native grasses due to its high germination 

potential and fast seedling growth, is 

drought resistant and is well adapted to fire 

and survives seasonal burning, which 

encourages more thatch growth.14   The 

perfectly adapted pest weed! 

Irresistible… 

 
A night shot of double-barred finches by Joe Blatchly. 

                                                 
12 

https://collections.daff.qld.gov.au/web/key/ergotfungi

/Media/Html/clavicepspusilla.html 
13 R. F. N. Langdon (1950) Studies in Australian 

Ergots.  Univ. of Qld: Department of Biology. 
14 https://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/27716  
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https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/data/UQ_193999/QH301_U66_1950_v2no12.pdf?Expires=1627283593&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJKNBJ4MJBJNC6NLQ&Signature=TfOYGTDkhX7FP0sqNjfGfUIbuRYKoDMpweh~Tzd2O5tooNNl-U2sRvHi8DVfBZ3ylewZ3-vQEsq7C9gjq~QIp8jj3qA3u92aeBjuFWrfP7ufPX08G45dDSxdlNJmwwV-yrGXPn-Rocu~CWUfDH1GIWRQpQRi8lsBghRuTPqLkFNRKVk5kdnypibZewyYeJ0yF-68bZIl6-W~siRTF4DS8nratyDfnDvv~EV8sJj8CyknULAaEM015rP7JoKM6jkAj-BTpJQQwcpiYtcga4f1~AGz1ol7Gutby8r-iLS0HUFhr4nMZBA9lRJZBFsNz4YVqrEduvz3V6xV0X9Bwf-ARA__
https://espace.library.uq.edu.au/data/UQ_193999/QH301_U66_1950_v2no12.pdf?Expires=1627283593&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJKNBJ4MJBJNC6NLQ&Signature=TfOYGTDkhX7FP0sqNjfGfUIbuRYKoDMpweh~Tzd2O5tooNNl-U2sRvHi8DVfBZ3ylewZ3-vQEsq7C9gjq~QIp8jj3qA3u92aeBjuFWrfP7ufPX08G45dDSxdlNJmwwV-yrGXPn-Rocu~CWUfDH1GIWRQpQRi8lsBghRuTPqLkFNRKVk5kdnypibZewyYeJ0yF-68bZIl6-W~siRTF4DS8nratyDfnDvv~EV8sJj8CyknULAaEM015rP7JoKM6jkAj-BTpJQQwcpiYtcga4f1~AGz1ol7Gutby8r-iLS0HUFhr4nMZBA9lRJZBFsNz4YVqrEduvz3V6xV0X9Bwf-ARA__
https://www.cabi.org/isc/datasheet/27716
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Broad-leaved Hovea on ‘Hovea Hill’ 

…by Penny Kidd 

At our property, where Ironbarks mostly 

dominate the reach to the sky, there’s an 

unusual south-facing hill side canopied only 

with Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora), 

Broad Leaved Apple (Angophera subvelutina) 

and some Forest Oak (Allocasuarina 

torulosa) on black basalt derived soils. A 

year or two ago, scrambling across this hill, 

under this unusual canopy, we found a large 

patch of Broad-leaved Hovea shrubs (Hovea 

planifolia) gamely trying to muscle through 

the lantana.  

Although its conservation status is “least 

concern”, this occurrence was still an 

unusual local find for us.  An open, perennial 

shrub with alternate, widely spaced 

lanceolate leaves with a creamy-gold under-

leaf, Hovea planifolia grows to a height of 

2.5m with purple pea flowers, which, sadly, 

we haven’t seen yet, not even briefly.   

 
Broad-leaved hovea (Hovea planifolia), which M2M says 

flowers in winter or spring.  Photo by Martin Bennett.   

Hoveas are one genus from the large 

Fabaceae or ‘pea family’, sub-family 

Faboideae.   Other familiar Fabaceae genus 

in the Lockyer include Swainsonas, 

Sophoras, Tephrosias, Glycines, 

Hardenbergia and Sennas.  Planifolia in Latin 

simply means ‘flat leaf’.  

The leaves of H. planifolia don’t seem to 

host butterfly larvae but little spiders and 

beetles often make their home on them. Of 

course, when in flower, they are frequently 

visited by the ‘right’ pollinators, including 

native bees.  

Leaves of Hovea planifolia are alternate, widely spaced 

lanceolate with a creamy-gold colour under-leaf.  It has 

the longest, widest leaves in the genus.  Photo Penny 

Kidd.   

On our steep slope, this tough patch of 

Hovea planifolia not only survived the 

2018/19 drought, but grew hard up against 

recovering lantana, endured feral animal 

trampling, fed pollinators and held the 

hillside soils together while at the same 

time fixing nitrogen in the soil, as do all pea 

family plants. Their seeds encased with hard 

coats were released from the pods and are 

‘stored' somewhere in the soil’s seedbank, 

remaining viable for years to come.  

So this plant is not only a dainty flowering 

shrub but a hard-working contributor to 

eucalypt grasslands resilience. And a warm 

climate survivor, to boot. To pull our weight 

in this ecosystem, the best we can do is 

carefully hand-clear lantana away from the 

Hoveas. We unofficially call it ‘Hovea Hill’ to 

remind ourselves to do more when we can. 

With recent rain, maybe they’ll grace us 

with those elusive purple flowers one day 

soon.  

PS A little history… 

Hovea longifolia var. purpurea subvar. 

planifolia was recognised as a variety by 

Czech botanist Karel Domin (1926). A young 

Domin visited and collected plants from all 

over Queensland in 1909-1910. Prior to his 

work, it was lumped in with other NSW 

Hoveas.  

Eighty years later, Dr Jim H. Ross, currently 

manager of the National Herbarium of 

Victoria, elevated Domin’s variety 

classification to a species status, Hovea 

planifolia, separate from Hovea longifolia. 

His work included a new dichotomous key for 

Hovea genus, with species conveniently split 
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up by Australian state.  One of the 

specimens studied by Jim Ross was collected 

in the Lockyer, 7km north-west of Helidon 

near Ziegler’s Quarry !  
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Flowering now… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you have a photo or item of 

interest for the newsletter?  Or 

concerns that you would like LUCI 

to consider?  Then send us an email 

with your photo or item 

and…remember… 

Stay connected, it’s healthy! 

If you do not want to be included on the email list for 

this newsletter please let us know at LUCI 

 

Newsletter Editor Diane Guthrie 0413 333 681 

mailto:info@lockyeruplandscatchmentsinc.org.au

